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              Johann Sebastian Bach  -  The story of the boy who sang in the streets

              
 by   Thomas Tapper 
Johann Sebastian Bach: The story of the boy who sang in the streets, is a part of the children’s biography series of Child’s own book of great musicians written by Thomas Tapper. This book is a tiny work of the biography of the German composer Johann Sebastian Bach, who lost his parents when he was ten years old. When he was a little boy, he sang i..
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              Beethoven  -  The story of a little boy who was forced to practice

              
 by   Thomas Tapper 
Beethoven: The story of a little boy who was forced to practice, is a part of the children’s biography series of Child’s own book of great musicians written by Thomas Tapper.  This book is a tiny work of the biography of the German composer Ludwig van Beethoven, who was shy and quiet in school and was forced to practice music.  His first ..
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              Chopin  -  The Story of the Boy Who Made Beautiful Melodies

              
 by   Thomas Tapper 
Chopin: The Story of the Boy Who Made Beautiful Melodies, is a part of the children’s biography series of Child’s own book of great musicians written by Thomas Tapper. 

This book is a tiny work of the biography of the Polish composer Frédéric François Chopin, who has played his first music when he was just nine years old. He composed more t..
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              Edvard Grieg  -  The Story of the Boy Who Made Music in the Land of the Midnight Sun

              
 by   Thomas Tapper 
Edvard Grieg: The Story of the Boy Who Made Music in the Land of the Midnight Sun, is a part of the children’s biography series of Child’s own book of great musicians written by Thomas Tapper. 

This book is a tiny work of the biography of the Norwegian composer Edvard Hagerup Grieg who learned his first lessons from none other than his moth..
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              Handel  -  The Story of a Little Boy who Practiced in an Attic

              
 by   Thomas Tapper 
Handel: The Story of a Little Boy who practiced in an Attic, is a part of the children’s biography series of Child’s own book of great musicians written by Thomas Tapper. 

This book is a tiny work of biography of the German musician George Frideric Handel. Unlike other musicians he hails from neither a well-known family nor his parents were..
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              Franz Joseph Haydn  -  The Story of the Choir Boy who became a Great Composer

              
 by   Thomas Tapper 
Franz Joseph Haydn: The Story of the Choir Boy who became a Great Composer, is a part of the children’s biography series of Child’s own book of great musicians written by Thomas Tapper. 

This book is a tiny work of biography of the Hungarian musician Franz Joseph Hayd, remembered as "Father of the Symphony" and "Father of the String Quartet..
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              Liszt  -  The Story of a Boy Who Became a Great Pianist and Teacher

              
 by   Thomas Tapper 
Liszt: The Story of a Boy Who Became a Great Pianist and Teacher, is a part of the children’s biography series of Child’s own book of great musicians written by Thomas Tapper. 

This book is a tiny work of biography of the Hungarian musician Franz Liszt, who is considered as the most the technically advanced pianist by his contemporaries. Ap..
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              Mozart  -  The story of a little boy and his sister who gave concerts

              
 by   Thomas Tapper 
Mozart: The story of a little boy and his sister, who gave concerts, is a part of the children’s biography series of Child’s own book of great musicians written by Thomas Tapper. 

This book is a tiny work of biography of the German musician Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, who performed before European rally at the age of five.  Being the prol..
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